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Abstract— Ecommerce is becoming the fastest online 

marketplace in India, the orthodox minds of Indians are 

changing from offline shopping to online and the other 

segment is crowd funding. Crowd funding is social funding 

in other words charity. Here we are using crowd funding 

with reward facility so when a customer funds an 

entrepreneur. In ZingoHub we have two segments 

ecommerce with marketplace and crowd funding. 

Ecommerce with marketplace is between B2C (Business to 

consumers) or simple words reseller. Why customers will 

shop in ZingoHub because ZingoHub will allow vendors 

who only have local brand products, unique products, 

handicrafts, handloom which makes unique. On the other 

hand crowd funding is majorly for startups and 

entrepreneurs as they will post the projects which they 

developed and crowd funding will help them in raising fund. 

Crowd funding will help for fund raising and after the 

success the entrepreneurs can post their product at 

ZingoHub market place and start selling their own unique 

products. For safety and security we used Majento 

framework and PayU for payment gateway. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

ZingoHub.com is an online ecommerce site which deals 

with marketplace and crowd funding site. Ecommerce is a 

site where product or service information is provided by 

multiple third parties, whereas transactions are processed by 

the marketplace operator. ZingoHub.com is a place where it 

showcases products of its vendor on its website where 

customers purchase goods online, also zingohub.com 

shipdesks the product and delivers to customer using its 

own/third party logistics system. 

E-commerce is the buying and selling of goods and 

services online through the Internet/mobile apps, especially 

the World Wide Web. In practice, this term and a newer 

termed-business are often used interchangeably. 

In an online marketplace, consumer transactions 

are processed online and then delivered and fulfilled by the 

participating retailers or wholesalers. Payments for such 

transactions are mainly done through the way of payment 

gateway such as net banking, credit/debit card payments. 

Also these days there is an option of cash on delivery also 

known as COD. In basic terms, marketplaces is an online 

store where there are a wide array of providers, wider range 

of products for selection, availability is higher, and prices 

are more competitive than in vendor-specific online retail 

stores. 

In ZingoHub we have another segment Jumpstart 

(Crowd funding) in simple words charity, social funding, 

fund rising. 

A. Jumpstart (Crowd Funding): 

Crowd funding, fund raising these are really required when 

an entrepreneur or startup needs fund to start his/her project, 

so in ZingoHub we help entrepreneurs to start a project at 

ZingoHub which will help them in raising fund and after the 

success they can post their product in ZingoHub 

marketplace.  

II. SCOPE OF SYSTEM 

1) Using Majento framework it becomes secured, 

privacy is maintained. 

2) Unique products, local brand products and funding. 

3) The selection products with accurate data. 

4) Helps in transacting the amount using payment 

gateway. 

5) Ability to buy goods in more number. 

III. MODULE DESCRIPTION 

A. Module 1: Market Place  

Market place helps to register users, allows user/guest to 

select product and make a successful transaction. 

B. Module 2: Crowd Funding  

Here we are using reward basis crowd funding means 

customer after funding gets reward. In crowd funding we get 

the project details and project duration. We manage rewards, 

dates and time. The user can see the latest updates of the 

entrepreneur project. 

C. Module 3: Return Product 

When a customer is not satisfied with the product then 

customer must follow steps to return the product by logging 

in. 

D. Module 4: Refund 

Soon after the customer has returned the product when the 

vendor receives the product and acknowledges the 

marketplace, the marketplace operator returns the fund.  

E. Module 5: Product Add/Modify/Delete 

Using the majento admin end the majento operator can 

add/modify/delete the vendor products even the vendor has 

the access to do so using Front end. 

IV. EXISTING SYSTEM 

At present there is no such website with two segments 

market place and crowd funding. Customer finds products, 

clothing, goods in one website such as Amazon, eBay etc 

and crowd funding like kick starter, go fund go etc.   
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V. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

We propose using two segments ecommerce with market 

place and crowd funding, which is unique its own way. This 

system helps for entrepreneurs after the success of jumpstart 

project they can place their product in marketplace. 

Customers will find new unique products, handicrafts, 

handloom, jumpstart products etc which itself makes it 

unique. 

VI. DIAGRAMS 

 
Fig. 1: Diagram 

VII. SCREEN SHOTS 

 
Fig. 2 

 
FIG. 3 
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Fig. 7: 

VIII. REQUIREMENTS 

A. Hardware Requirements: 

 System  : Pentium IV 2.4 GHz. 

 Hard Disk : 40 GB. 

 Monitor  : 15 VGA Color. 

 Mouse  : Logitech. 

 Ram  : 1GB. 

B. Software Requirements: 

 Operating system: Windows 7 or latest. 

 Coding Language :HTML, CSS, JQuery, PHP 

 IDE  :Net Beans 

 Framework   :Majento Framework 

IX. CONCLUSION 

We have proposed simple cost effective way as we use 

GitHub, Net beans, PHP; JQuery which are open source and 

everyone trains faster. 
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